Terms of Service

1. The Giant project team pursues the goal to display the most complete and up-to-date information on giantpay.network. This includes the Giant technology and related projects description, the news on human resources, communication channels and more. However, as a result of the active development process and daily analytical work, new solutions may emerge as a replacement for old ones. Moreover, the Giant blockchain, being a decentralized ecosystem in which the masternode owners consensus is used as a basis for important decisions, can be changed after votes. This is why the content of some individual articles may become obsolete. We are doing our best to update our White Papers which are the most complete summary of the features of our technology. Despite this fact, we still urge you to use our latest news and updates as a reference. With the help of these materials, we are illuminating the process of the Giant development on the daily basis.

2. The Giant team does not utilize commercial transactions, it’s creating a technological infrastructure which every participant of the Giant blockchain is using solely at their discretion. GiantPay/GiantCore is licensed under the MIT License.

3. No information on this website can be used as an investment advice. All materials are either present the consolidation of opinions of all team members or the opinion of individual authors relevant only for a certain period of time. To clarify individual postulates, we strongly recommend to address us directly via community@giantpay.network or the Discord server.

Privacy Policy

We want to raise the quality of the user feedback with the website administration and achieve a high level of our technology comprehension. To do so, we are using the analytical tools created by Google Inc. For more information on the user data, please read Google Privacy & Terms. The Giant team does not collect or maintain the personal data of the website visitors. However, the 3rd-party analytical instruments may use the Cookies technology. Thus, by using our website, you are giving a consent to process your personal data acquired with the Web analytics tools.

Effective Date: November 06 2018